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ROUND the middle of the 19th
c e n t u r y, r e l i g i o n p r o g r e s s e d
much more rapidly in its internal
secularization, due to the unprecedented
intensification of all kinds of social
contradictions and conflicts. (1) First of all,
religious reformers initiated reformation
through various theological research and
instruction centres. Second, they gave
greater attention to secular social problems,
especially those of morality, and they
also emphasized the propagation and
participation in religious ethics. The 19th
century Christian ethics explained once
again the traditional values such as love and
mercy both in content and in form.
The early Romantic’s spiritual battle
against the atheism of the French Revolution
was led essentially against the new
totalitarian materialism and iconoclastic
thoughts, which reoriented the life of citizens.
During this period some new philosophical
trends such as Hegelianism in Germany,
utilitarianism in England, and scientism
and positivism in France appeared. Their
popularity was more often than not at the
expense of Christianity.
The idea of God as the Infinite came to
be the source of Romantic imagination. With
this imagination as a medium, Romanticists’
dreams of fraternity and liberty made a further
impact on the arts and national cultures.
Vauvenargues (1715-1747) says: “Great
thoughts come from the heart” and Keats
(1795-1821) follows in his letter on 22nd
December, 1817: “Oh, may I live a life of
sensations rather than a life of thoughts”.
These two quotations both can be viewed
1. This text is a paper presented at the International Conference on
Theology and Aesthetics held at Xiangfan University, Hubei Province
in 2006. While making the presentation, the author projected on the
multi-media screen “The Allegory of Secular Music”, a painting by
Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840). In the painting, there are two
women, one playing the harp, the other the lute. Both of them are
standing in the weed-ridden courtyard of a Gothic church. A stream
of sunshine penetrates the clouds to reach the harp, as if playing a
piece of music of nature. The author reminded the audience of three
main elements in the painting: the Gothic building representing the
spiritual world, the weeds and trees on the ground and the sun in
the sky. All signify a supreme state of harmony among the things
created. —Translator.
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as feedback from the related statement in
Emile: or, On Education (1762), J. J. Rousseau’s
(1712-1778) early work. “We were all born
sensitive.” Rousseau’s statement claims
the birth of the religion of sentiment and
liberates humankind from original sin at
the same time. Contrary to Montesquieu,
Rousseau places religion in the human
freedom of religious emotions and beliefs,
but at the same time he dispossesses
man of his civic rights for the good of the
community (premises of communism in
Rousseau’s The Social Contract Or Principles
Of Political Right, 1763). Subsequently,
the development of the natural sciences
contributed to the creation of the myth
of the “good savage”. Bernardin de SaintPierre’s (1737-1814) thought and his Paul
et Virginie (1787) expressed man’s nostalgia
for primitive nature.
At a time of violent attacks against
Christianity and its institutions, there were
some apologetic defenders of the Catholic
faith, represented by Fr. Nicolas S. Bergier
(1718-1790) in France and George Berkeley
(1685-1753) in Ireland. They came to explore
the church’s tradition from the philosophical
and biblical perspectives, trying to formulate
evidence of God’s existence. But in this
confrontation between reason and faith, the
latter always lost.
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) also
tried to save God from empiricism. As a
result, he formulated a moral rather
than a religious apologetic. Lacordaire
(1802-1861) pointed out in his “NotreDame Conferences” (1835) that instead
of following a revolutionary iconoclasm,
the construction of the Church in Roman
times did not bring any destruction to its
civilization, but the French Revolution did.
He warned his audience not to bury the
Church together with Christian civilization.
In addition, Lacordaire also collaborated
with the daily L’Avenir, founded in 1830,
the motto of which was “God and Liberty”
and the purpose to encourage the clergy to
pay attention to social and political issues
and to promote the Church in the modern
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Genius of Christianity or
Genius of Chivalry?
Human Belief Invented by Romantic
Literature and Art in 19th Century Europe
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бϪ㑾Ёⱘ⌆ˈ⾡⼒
ӮⳒކさਜ⦄ߎࠡ᠔
᳝ⱘ▔࣪ሔ䴶ˈ䖭Փᕫᅫᬭ
гℹܹњϔϾҢ݊㞾䑿ݙ䚼ᓔྟ䖙䗳Ϫ֫
࣪ⱘ䖯Ǆ(1) 佪ˈܜᅫᬭᬍ䴽㗙Ӏ䗮䖛
⾡⼲ᄺⷨおϢᬭ㚆ᴎᵘথࡼњᬍ䴽Ǆ݊
ˈҪӀᇍ⼒Ӯ⦄ᅲ䯂乬㒭ќњⱘ
݇⊼ˈᇸ݊ᰃ䘧ᖋ⫳⌏ᮍ䴶Ǆˈᅗ
Ӏ䖬⡍߿ᔎ䇗ᅫᬭӺ⧚ⱘᅷӴϢᅲ䏉Ǆ
कбϪ㑾ⴷᅫᬭӺ⧚ᄺ䞡ᮄ䆴䞞њ䇌
བĀ⠅āϢĀᗰᚃā䖭ḋⱘӴ㒳Ӌؐ㾖Ǆ
ᮽᳳ⌾⓿ЏНডᇍ⊩䴽ੑ᮴
⼲䆎ؒⱘ㊒⼲ᡫѝৢᴹᅲ䋼Ϟথሩ
៤њϔഎᮄⱘᵕᴗԧࠊϟড⠽䋼Џ
НডӴ㒳ⱘᗱ╂Ǆ䖭ϔᗱ╂ᓩᇐњ
ᑓᏖ⇥䰊㑻ⱘ⫳⌏Ǆ䖭ϔᯊᳳߎ⦄
њϔѯᮄⱘᄺ╂⌕ˈ՟བᖋⱘ咥
ḐᇨЏН Hegelianism ǃ㣅ⱘࡳ߽Џ
Н Utilitarianism ǃ⊩ⱘ⾥ᄺᅲ䆕⌒

Positivism ǄᅗӀⱘ⌕㸠ᕔᕔᰃҹ⡎⡆
ⴷᅫᬭЎҷӋǄ
ϞᏱЎϔϾ᮴䰤䍙䍞㗙ⱘ㾖ᗉ
᳔㒜៤њ⌾⓿ЏН㗙থᛇ䈵ⱘ䌘
⑤ˈҹҪӀⱘᛇ䈵Ўၦҟˈ⌾⓿Џ
Н㗙ᇍѢট⠅Ϣ㞾⬅ⱘṺᛇজ䖯㗠ᕅડ
њҎӀⱘ㡎ᴃકੇ⇥ᮣᆊⱘ᭛࣪
亢䉠Ǆ
≗ ᭛ 㒇 Ḑ Vauvenargues ˈ 17151747 䇈䘧ˈĀӳⱘᗱᛇ⑤㞾ѢҎⱘ
ᖗ♉āˈ㗠⌢ Keats ˈ 1795-1821 ै
 1817ᑈ 12᳜ⱘϔᇕֵЁݭ䘧ˈĀశˈ
1. ᴀ᭛ᰃ㗙 2006 ᑈ࣫㼘῞䰙⼲ᄺ㕢ᄺᄺᴃⷨ䅼ӮϞ

ᦤѸⱘ䆎᭛Ǆ㗙ⓨ䆆ᯊၦԧሣᐩϞᠧߎњवᮃ⦔g
िgᓫ䞠ᖋ䞠 ܟCaspar David Friedrichˈ1774-1840 ⱘ㒬⬏˖
ǉϪ֫䷇ФⱘᆧᛣǊǄ⬏Ϟ᳝ϸϾཇҎˈ݊ЁϔϾᔍ༣オ
⨈ˈϔϾᔍ剕⡍⨈ǄϸҎ䛑キϔᷟહ⡍ᓣᬭූᴖ㤝ϯ
⫳ⱘ䰶㨑ЁǄ䰇ܝこ䖛ѥᴉ䯈ⱘ㓱䱭ᡩᇘࠄオ⨈Ϟˈདڣ
ⓨ༣㈕П䷇Ǆ㗙ᦤ⼎ҎӀ⬭ᛣ⬏䴶ϞⱘϝϾЏ㽕㋴˖
ҷ㸼ሲ♉Ϫ⬠ⱘહ⡍ᓣᓎㄥǃഄϞⱘ㤝Ϟⱘ䰇Ǆ᠔
᳝䖭ѯ䛑ᰒ⼎ߎফ䗴П⠽ⱘ催ᑺ䇤ü䆥⊼Ǆ
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world. After Alexis de Tocqueville (18051859) went to America, he noticed that
religious life and social freedom coexisted
peacefully there. In this spirit, Romanticism
tried to show that society needs religion to

Portrait of Chateaubriand © AFP

guarantee its social liberties. In the views
of René de Chateaubriand (1768-1848),
Tocqueville and Lacordaire, only when
religion was separated from the state was
liberty able to be guaranteed. This result
76
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was totally impossible under the premise of
civic religion advocated by Rousseau.
As early as the end of the 18th century,
there was an awakening of religious
beliefs in Germany and England. Two
great thinkers appeared during this period:
Kierkegaard (1813-1855) and John Henry
Newman (1801-1890). Kierkegaard was the
first to liberate religion from a Hegelian
dialectical system and therefore became the
first to defend the essential characteristic
of religion, which is the “freedom of
faith”. Newman, a representative figure
who converted from Protestantism to the
Roman Catholic Church, later appointed
a cardinal in England, became a pioneer
of the reformation of the Roman Catholic
Church in England. He acknowledged that
the progress of society does not necessarily
mean corruption and that the Church’s
progress is to carry on and deepen the
Church’s tradition.
In Italy, from the era of occupation by the
Austrian troops to the time of anti-clerical
campaign, Antonio Rosmini-Serbati (17971855) can be rated as one of the greatest
Italian writers of the Romantic generation.
Together with his contemporaries such as
Manzoni, a poet and Cavour, a national
activist and politician, he led the battle for
reformation of the Church’s liturgy and
invited the lay Catholics to take an active
part in the management of Church affairs.
In France, the Revolution brought
a wave of persecutions of the clergy and
“dechristianisation” of society. In this
age of horror, the Christian faith did not
provide any hope and any new vision to
the population who had lost hope in their
actual life (see Chateaubriand, René, 1802).
However, two main events during this age
made a significant impact on social life in
France: the signing of the Concordat in 1801
(which established new relations between
Church and State) and the publication
one year later of Le Génie du Christianisme
(The Genius of Christianity), a romantic
masterpiece by Chateaubriand, which is also
an apology of the Church.
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៥ᅕᜓ䖛ϔ⾡ᛳᗻⱘ㗠䴲ᗱ㋶ⱘ⫳
⌏Ǆā䖭ϸহᓩ㿔䛑ᑨ㾚Ўᇍशẁ
J.J.Rousseau ˈ 1712-1778 ⱘ ᮽ ᳳ  ક
ǉ⠅ᓹܓǊЁⱘⳌ݇㸼䗄᠔ߎⱘಲ
ᑨǄĀ៥ӀϢ⫳ׅᴹ䛑ᰃᛳᗻⱘҎāˈ
शẁⱘ䖭হ䆱ᅷਞњϔ⾡ᛳᗻᅫᬭⱘ
䆲⫳ˈᑊᇚҎӀҢॳ㔾Ё㾷ᬥߎᴹǄ
Ϣᄳᖋᮃ叴 Montesquieu Ⳍডˈशẁᇚ
ᅫᬭ㕂ѢҎⱚ᳝ПⱘᅫᬭᚙᛳϢᅫᬭ
ֵӄ㞾⬅ⱘࠡᦤϟˈϢℸৠᯊै࠹༎
њҎӀЎњĀ݅ৠԧПā good of the
community 㗠㸠Փⱘ݀⇥ᴗ शẁĀ⼒
Ӯ༥㑺䆎āⱘࠡᦤ Ǆϟᴹˈ㞾✊⾥
ᄺⱘথሩЎҎӀᴰ᪄ߎϔϾ݇ѢĀ㡃
ⱘ䞢㳂Ҏāⱘ⼲䆱ᦤկњᐂࡽǄԃ㒇
ϕgᖋgⲂᇨ Bernardin de SaintPierre˗ 1737-1814 ⱘᗱᛇঞ݊કǉֱ
㔫㭛ঢ়ྂǊ Paul and Virginia 㸼⦄њ
ҎӀᇍѢॳྟᴀᗻⱘᗔᮻПᚙǄ
ҎӀ⣯⚜ᬏߏⴷᅫᬭঞ݊ࠊ
ᑺП䰙ˈг᳒ߎ⦄䖛ϔѯЏᬭֵӄⱘ
ᡸᬭˈ݊Ёⱘҷ㸼Ҏ⠽᳝⊩ⱘԃ
ᵄᇨ Fr. Nicolas S. Bergierˈ1718-1790 
⠅ᇨ݄ⱘ䋱ܟ㦅 George Berkeleyˈ 16851753 ǄҪӀҢᄺ⼲ᄺϸϾᮍ䴶
㋶ᬭӮӴ㒳ˈ䆩ЎϞᏱⱘᄬ㔫߫䆕
Ǆϡ䖛ˈ䖭എ⧚ᗻϢᅫᬭⱘᇍ൦
Ёˈ䋹࣫ⱘᘏᰃৢ㗙Ǆ
ℸ䖬᳝ᒋᖋ Immanuel Kant ˈ
1724-1804 ˈҪ䆩㒣偠ЏНПЎϞ
Ᏹֱ⬭ϔഫഄⲬˈѢᰃҪᦤկњϔ༫䘧
ᖋⱘˈ㗠䴲ᅫᬭⱘᡸᬭᄺ⧚䆎Ǆᢝ⾥ҷ
ᇨ Lacordaireˈ1802-1861 Ҫⱘǉ↡
Ӯ䂛Ǌ 1835 ЁᣛߎˈⴷᅫᬭᬭӮ
㔫偀ᯊҷᓎゟ䍋ᴹⱘᯊг᳒ᓔሩ䖛䴽
ੑᗻⱘ⸈䰸ڣي䖤ࡼˈԚᰃᅗᑊ≵᳝⸈
ണসҷ᭛ᯢˈ⊩䴽ੑैϡ✊ǄҪ䄺
ਞҎӀˈϡ㽕ডᇍⴷᅫᬭⱘৠᯊˈ
ᇚⴷᅫᬭ᭛ᯢгඟ㩀њǄℸˈᢝ⾥
ҷᇨ䖬Ϣ߯ࡲѢ 1830 ᑈⱘǉᴹ᮹Ǌ
⼒ড়ˈ⹂ᅮ䆹ӑߞⱘЏ乬䆡ЎĀϞ

ბ

ᏱϢ㞾⬅āˈ݊ᅫᮼᰃ哧ࢅ⼲㘠Ҏਬ݇
ᖗ⼒Ӯঞᬓ⊏䯂乬ˈᇏ∖⦄ҷϪ⬠Ё
䖯ᬭӮџϮǄᠬܟ㓈ᇨ Tocquevilleˈ
1805-1859 ᴹࠄ㕢ৢথ⦄ˈᅫᬭ⫳⌏Ϣ
⼒Ӯ㞾⬅䖭䞠ᰃ䇤݅ᄬⱘǄѢ䖭
ϔ㊒⼲ॳ߭ˈ⌾⓿ЏН䆩㸼ᯢˈ⼒Ӯ
䳔㽕ᅫᬭҹֱ䱰݊ᑨ᳝ⱘ㞾⬅Ǆ
Ꮧ䞠ᯖ Chateaubriand ǃᠬܟ㓈ᇨᢝ
⾥ҷᇨⳟᴹˈা᳝ᇚᅫᬭҢᆊᴗЁ
ߚ⾏ᓔᴹˈ㞾⬅ᠡ᳝ৃ㛑ᕫࠄֱ䱰ˈ
शẁⱘ݀⇥ᅫᬭ civic religion ࠡᦤϟ߭
ϡӮߎ⦄䖭ḋⱘ㒧ᵰǄ
ᮽकܿϪ㑾ˈϔ㙵ᅫᬭ㾝䝦
ⱘ╂⌕ᓔྟᖋ㣅݈䍋Ǆ䖭Ͼᯊ
ҷⱘᗱᛇ⬠ߎ⦄њϸԡӳҎ˖ϔԡᰃܟ
ᇨ߃ៜᇨ Kierkegaardˈ 1813-1855 ˈ
ϔԡᰃ㒑᳐ John Henry Newmanˈ 18011890 Ǆܟᇨ߃ៜᇨ佪ᇚᅫᬭҢ咥Ḑᇨ
ⱘ䕽䆕⊩ԧ㋏Ё㾷ᬒߎᴹˈℸҪ៤Ў
ᤡिᅫᬭⱘᴀ䋼⡍ᕕेĀֵӄ㞾⬅āॳ
߭ⱘϔҎǄ㒑᳐ᰃϔԡҢᮄᬭᬍᅫಲ
ᔦ㔫偀ᬭӮⱘҷ㸼ᗻҎ⠽ˈৢᴹ䖬㹿ྨ
ӏЎ㑶㸷Џᬭˈ៤Ў乚ᇐ㣅Ḑ݄Џᬭ
Ӯ䴽ᮄⱘܜ䫟Ҏ⠽ǄҪᡓ䅸ˈ⼒Ӯⱘ䖯
ℹᑊϡᖙ✊ഄᇐ㟈㜤䋹ˈ㗠ᬭӮⱘ䖯ℹ
г㽕∖㒻ᡓᑊ⏅࣪ᬭӮӴ㒳Ǆ
ᛣ߽ˈҢ༹ഄ߽ݯ䯳ऴ乚ᯊᳳ
ࠄৢᴹⱘডᬭᴗ䖤ࡼᯊᳳˈᅝϰሐ༹g
㔫 ᮃ ᯢ ሐ ü า Ꮘ ᦤ Antonio RosminiSerbatiˈ1797-1855 ⿄ᔧᯊ᳔ӳⱘᛣ
߽⌾⓿ЏНᆊПϔǄҪϢৠᯊҷⱘ
䆫Ҏ᳐Ԥሐ Manzoni ▔䖯ⱘ⇥ᮣЏН
㗙ݐᬓ⊏ᆊव≗ᇨ Cavour ϔ䍋乚ᇐњ
ᬍ䴽ᬭӮ⼐Ҿⱘ᭫ѝˈᇐᑇֵᕦখϢ
ᬭӮџࡵⱘㅵ⧚ᎹǄ
⊩ˈ䴽ੑᓩথњϔഎ䖿ᆇ
⼲㘠Ҏਬᑊܼ⼒Ӯᅲ⦄Āএⴷᅫᬭ
࣪ā dechristianization ⱘ⌾╂Ǆ䙷ϔ
↉ᘤᗪቕ᳜䞠ˈⴷᅫᬭֵӄᑊϡ㛑Ў
䙷ѯᇍ⦄ᅲ⫳⌏༅এᏠᳯⱘᑓᏖ⇥ᦤ
կӏԩᏠᳯϢᆘᠬ Ꮧ䞠ᯖⱘǉࢦ
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“The Genius of Christianity” and the
Invention of Human Belief (2)
Chateaubriand, an inventor of Romanticism,
a conservative writer and politician, wrote his
“The Genius of Christianity”, Atala and René
(1802), an apology of the Christian faith.
He initiated the definition of the Romantic
way of “Sentire cum Ecclesia”, believing that
“the Christian religion is the most poetical
(lyrical), the most human and the most
favourable to the liberty of mankind, to arts
and to literature. The contemporary world
owes all to her, starting from agriculture up
to the abstract sciences. She favours brilliant
ideas, refines the taste, promotes virtues,
shapes thoughts, proposes noble forms to
writers and perfect moulds to artists. Is she
afraid of light? Not at all, because she comes
down from Heaven.”
However, Chateaubriand defends only
the beauty of religious affection (sentiment)
and slips away from any theological and
philosophical questions. He praises the beauty
of God’s creation, the Middle Ages’ art style,
the “Nazarenes” (3) and the missionary work
of the Church, but he says almost nothing
about the understanding of faith. However,
he can still be called “father of Romantic
apologetic”. We have to keep in mind that he
wrote “The Genius of Christianity” not like a
good and conscious Christian for whom the
good of the Church was placed at the top
priority but rather like a politician and a man
of worldly career for whom a sentimental and
aesthetic Christianity served his own political
ambitions and literary goals. In a certain
sense, his faith and interest in Christianity
and Christian art were a kind of continuation
of the “Nazarenes”, a group of young,
idealistic painters representing the German
Romantic art current. They believed that art
2. A mixture of reality and fiction.
3. The Nazarenes were participating in an art campaign against the
Neo-classicism of the 18th century and launched by a group of
young German artists, who upheld the concept that all forms of art
should serve the purposes of morality and religion. —Translator.
4. Index Librorum Prohibitorum, a list of publications censored by the
Catholic Church.
5. Parnassus, located in the middle part of Greece, was regarded in
ancient times as a holy place of Apollo and the Muses. —Translator.
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should have a religious or moral purpose and
desired to return to the spiritual world of the
Middle Ages. The six artists were headed by
Friedrich Overbeck (1789-1869). Under his
leadership, they formed a small association
called the Brotherhood of St Luke. The name
“Nazarenes” was given to them because
of their affectation of Christian dress and
hairstyles. The basic idea of that group was
Overbeck’s declaration that “an art practised
by Christians and with Christians can be
nothing else but Christian.” The experience
of the “Nazarenes” gave an inspiration to
Lacordaire (1840), who united the French
Christian artists into a similar association.
The figure of Christ became a subject matter
which fascinated more artists.

“The Literary Absolute” Dethrones “the
Literature of Absolute”, Creation Replaces
Traditional Imitation and Poetry Becomes
(a Non-figurative Text of) Music
Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869), a
poet and a politician, was also a zealous
convert from Protestantism to Catholicism.
His representative work “Meditations
Poétiques” (Poetical Meditations, 1820)
collected in Harmonies Poétiques et Religieuses
(Poetical and Religious Harmonies, 1830) is
a poem reflecting his religious devotion and
nationalistic sentiment. For him poems could
take the place of prayer. In Lamartine’s early
poetry, God was synonymous with Truth.
After his tragic separation from the Church
(1832), God became the “God of the tomb” in
his poetry (after 1835). As a result, his poetry
became a kind of free association between
pantheism, the cult of reason and Catholic
doctrine (for this reason, his name was often
in the Index (4)). In his foreword to “Poetical
Meditations”, he wrote (1849): “I am the first
who brought down Poetry from Parnassus, (5)
instead of the conventional seven-string lyre,
there are the fibres of every human heart,
shivers of Soul and Nature.”
In another collection of his poetry
entitled Destiny of Poetry (1834), he wrote:
“Poetry should be a sung reason, should be
philosophical and religious, political and
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ݙǊ Ǆ✊㗠ˈ䖭ᳳ䯈᳝ϸџӊ㒭⊩
⼒Ӯ⬭ϟњ⏅䖰ⱘᕅડǄϔӊᰃǉ 1801
ᑈणᅮǊⱘㅒ䅶ˈᅗᬭӮᆊП䯈
ᓎゟњϔ⾡ᮄⱘ݇㋏˗ϔӊᰃǉⴷ
ᅫᬭⳳ䇯Ǌϔкᑈߎ⠜ˈ䆹кᰃ
Ꮧ䞠ᯖⱘ⌾⓿ЏНҷ㸼ˈৠᯊгᰃ
ϔ䚼ᡸᬭકǄ

ए۽ጸঞኈᑈᇑට࿔႑ᄠ (2) ݀ڦ
Ꮧ䞠ᯖ René de Chateaubriandˈ1761848 ᰃ⌾⓿ЏНⱘᓔቅҎ⠽Пϔˈৠᯊ

гᰃϔԡֱᅜ⌒ᆊᬓ⊏ᆊˈ݊ᡸᬭ
ક᳝ǉⴷᅫᬭⳳ䇯Ǌǃǉ䰓ศᢝǊ
ǉࢦݙǊ 1802 ǄҪᦤߎњĀϢᬭӮৠᛳ
㾘߭ā Sentire cum Ecclesia ⱘ⌾⓿ЏН䞞
Н˖Āⴷᅫᬭᰃ᳔䆫ᛣⱘ lyric ˈ᳔
Ҏᗻⱘˈгᰃ᳔᳝ⲞѢҎ㉏䗑∖㞾⬅ˈ᳔
᳝ⲞѢ㡎ᴃϢ᭛࣪䖯ℹⱘᅫᬭǄҢݰϮ᭛
ᯢࠄᢑ䈵ⱘ⾥ᄺ᭛ᯢˈ⦄ҷϪ⬠ⱘϔߛ៤
ህ䛑ᑨᔦࡳѢཌྷǄཌྷ㸠ܝᯢ⧚ᗉˈᦤ⚐
᭛࣪ક䋼ˈ᪶छᖋ㸠ˈ㼘䌲ᗱᛇˈЎ᭛ᄺ
ᆊᦤկ催ᇮⱘ㡎ᴃ亢ḐˈЎ㡎ᴃᆊᦤկᅠ
㕢ⱘᔶ䈵Ǆཌྷ䖬Ӯᚻᗩܝᯢ৫˛㒱ϡӮˈ
Ўཌྷᴹ㞾ѢǄā
✊㗠ˈᏗ䞠ᯖাᰃᤡिњᅫ
ᬭⱘᛳᗻ㕢ˈ䙓㗠ϡ䇜ӏԩ⼲ᄺϢᄺ
䯂乬ǄҪ䌲㕢ϞᏱⱘ߯䗴П㕢˖ЁϪ㑾
㡎ᴃ亢ḐˈĀᣓᩦࢦ⬏⌒ā(3) ˈ乖ᡀᬭ
ӮⱘӴ䘧ᎹˈԚᇍֵӄⱘ䅸ⶹ䯂乬ै
剰᳝䆎ঞǄሑㅵ䖭ḋˈҪҡ✊⿄⌾⓿
ЏНᡸᬭᄺП⠊Ǆ៥Ӏϔᅮϡ㽕ᖬ䆄ˈ
Ҫݭǉⴷᅫᬭⳳ䇯Ǌⱘᯊˈᑊ
ϡᰃ䈵ϔԡ㡃ⱘⴷᕦ䙷ḋˈᇚᬭӮ
ⱘ߽Ⲟᬒ佪㽕ഄԡᴹݭˈ㗠ᰃҹϔ
ԡᬓ⊏ᆊˈϔϾҹܼϪ⬠ЎᏅӏⱘҎᴹ
ݭⱘǄᇍҪ㗠㿔ˈϔ⾡ᛳᗻⱘᅵ㕢
ⱘⴷᅫᬭᠡ᳝ࡽѢᅲ⦄Ҫⱘᬓ⊏⧚ᛇ
᭛ᄺᢅ䋳ǄҢϔᅮᛣНϞᴹ䆆ˈҪ
ⴷᅫᬭֵӄⴷᅫᬭ㡎ᴃᮍ䴶ⱘᮼ
䍷ᰃĀᣓᩦࢦ⬏⌒ā Ā Nazarenesā ⱘ
ᓊԌǄ䆹⬏⌒⬅ϔ㕸ᑈ䕏ⱘ⧚ᛇЏН⬏
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ᆊ㒘៤ˈᰃᖋ⌾⓿ЏН㡎ᴃ⌕⌒ⱘҷ
㸼ǄҪӀⳌֵˈ㡎ᴃᑨ᳝ᅫᬭ䘧ᖋⱘ
ড়Ⳃⱘᗻˈ㗠ϨҪӀ䖬␈ᳯⴔ䞡ᮄಲ
ࠄЁϪ㑾ⱘ♉ᗻϪ⬠ЁএǄ䖭݁ԡ㡎
ᴃᆊЁЎ佪ⱘᰃᓫ䞠ᖋ߽Ꮰg༹ᓫ䋱
 ܟFriedrich Overbeckˈ1789-1869 ˈ㗠Ϩ
Ҫⱘ乚ᇐϟˈ䖭݁ԡ⬏ᆊ㒘៤њϔϾ
ৡЎĀ䏃ࡴܘᓳӮā Brotherhood of
St Luke ⱘᇣಶ༥ǄҎӀП᠔ҹ⿄ҪӀ
ЎĀᣓᩦࢦ⬏⌒āᰃЎҪӀ⠅དⴷ
ⱘ᳡佄থൟǄ䖭㕸㡎ᴃᆊⱘᴀ⧚ᗉ
ህᰃ༹ᓫ䋱ܟ᠔ᅷ⿄ⱘ˖Āা᳝䗮䖛
ⴷᕦᅲ䏉ߎᴹᑊϨ⌏ⴷᕦᔧЁⱘ㡎
ᴃᠡㅫᕫϞⴷᅫᬭⱘ㡎ᴃǄāҪӀⱘ
䖭ϔ㒣偠ਃথњᢝ⾥ҷᇨ Lacordaireˈ
1840 ˈৢ㗙জ㘨ড়⊩㡎ᴃᆊӀ㒘៤њ
㉏Ԑಶ༥Ǆⴷᔶ䈵៤њ㡎ᴃᆊӀ
᠔䩳⠅ⱘ乬ᴤǄ

Đ࿔ბڦਨܔđൽپĐਨڦܔ࿔
ბđǈิد༺پׯཥڦఇెǈใߤ
ྺׯᅼૂ)ڦᅃዖݥႚၡࣅڦ࿔Ԩ*
䰓 ᇨ ᇕ ᮃ g ᖋ g ᢝ 偀 ϕ Alphonse de
Lamartineˈ1790-1869ˈ䆫Ҏݐᬓ⊏ᆊ г
ᰃϔԡҢᮄᬭᬍᅫ䖛ᴹⱘ▔䖯ⱘЏᬭ
ᕦǄҪⱘҷ㸼ǉ䆫Ҏⱘ≝ᗱǊ ᬊܹ
ǉ䆫ᛣϢᅫᬭⱘѸડ᳆Ǌˈ1820 ᑈ ᰃϔ
佪䲚ᅫᬭᭀ㰨Ϣ⇥ᮣЏНᚙᛳѢϔԧⱘ
䆫㆛ǄᇍҪ㗠㿔ˈ䆫℠ৃҹҷ᳓⼜⽋Ǆ
Ҫᮽᳳⱘ䆫℠ЁˈϞᏱᰃĀⳳ⧚āⱘ
ৠН䆡ǄҪϢᬭӮᚆ࠻ᗻഄއ㺖 1832
ᑈ ПৢˈϞᏱҪⱘ䆫䞠জ䖯㗠៤
њĀളЁⱘϞᏱā 1835 ᑈҹৢ ǄѢ
ᰃˈҪⱘ䆫℠㒜Ѣব៤њϔ⾡⊯⼲䆎
Pantheism ǃ⧚ᗻዛᢰЏᬭᬭНП
䯈ӏᛣ㘨ᛇⱘ᭛ᄫક ℸᢝ偀ϕⱘৡ
ᄫгᐌᐌ㹿՟ܹᬭНⱘݠ㋶ᓩЁ Ǆ
2. ϔ⾡ⳳᅲϢ㰮ᵘⳌ㒧ড়ⱘ⏋ড়ԧǄ
3. ᣓᩦࢦ⬏⌒ Nazarenes ˈᖋϔѯ䴦ᑈ⬏ᆊѢᑈথ䍋ⱘ
ϔϾডᇍ 18 Ϫ㑾ᮄসЏНⱘ㡎ᴃ䖤ࡼˈЏᓴϔߛ㡎ᴃ䛑ᑨ
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social. It should be particularly intimate in
order to express the mysterious impressions
of the Soul.” And in the Romantic dictionary,
“soul” means “dream”, and is a kind of
product of religious syncretism.
Poetry in Romantic times plays, to some
degree, a certain political role. Like an
instigator, it promotes equality of people and
upholds the idea that a simple, common
language comprehensive to all should
be used in literary creation. At that time,

The magic and religious idealism of
Novalis (1772-1801) gave proper expression
to the figure of the “exalted poet”, who was
somehow like a clairvoyant magus who sees
an invisible world. For him poetry was a real
absolute and so the maxim he liked most
was that “the more something was lyrical,
the more it was true.” Novalis believed that
the features of good poetry were their eternal
and infinite characters. In his eyes, art was
religion. Novalis even thought that the spirit
of history could only be detected by those
poets entrusted with a prophetical mission.
Victor Hugo, the greatest French religious
poet during this period, wrote at the age of
fourteen a tragedy in five acts. And as early
as that time Hugo claimed to himself: “Be
Chateaubriand or nothing!” He shaped for his
contemporaries an image of God the Father,
who promulgated a Universal Republican
system and called on all nations to coexist
equally like brothers.

The Atheism of Romanticism

Andrea Mantegna, “Agony in the Garden”, 1455.

poetry became a song, which lived among
the people. Lamartine delivered poetry from
the classical “exercise of versed stanzas”
and re-established the principle that poetry
should be based on inspiration. Thanks to
Lamartine’s outstanding lyrical talent, poetry
became a melody, even some kind of music, a
song and the breath of the Soul (see Ronsard).
Though Lamartine’s poetry was Neo-classical
in form, its content was Romantic.
Meditation (Lamartine) and contemplation
(Victor Hugo) which are full of religious
connotation, are two keywords of the Romantic
vocabulary. Each of them expressed an
untiring, active search for God. Romanticists
often said that “Dogmatic faith is good, but
the immediate one is better.”
80
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In his novel Siebenkas, Jean Paul Richter (17631825) arranged a plot in which a cosmic Christ
proclaims the absence of God the Father. The
main purpose of the novel was to show to the
world how horrible atheism was. The narrator
himself wept for joy after he realized that it
had only been a nightmarish vision. However,
when the novel was translated into French
by Mme de Staël, its publication attracted
a strong response from some Romantic
poets, who saw the passage as some kind of
manifesto of atheism:
God died, the Heavens are empty.
Weep my children, you haven’t a Father
any more!

The above lines appear in Gérard de
Nerval’s (1808-1855) five sonnets entitled
“Christ in the Olive Garden”. They serve
as a motto of the poet as well as the main
motif of the poem. In his other collections
of poems, Nerval was always in the habit
of presenting the agony of Christ from the
point of view of a faithless man. Thus, such a
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Ҫ  ǉ 䆫 ᛣ ⱘ ≝ ᗱ Ǌ 1849 ࠡ 㿔 Ё ݭ
䘧˖Āᰃ៥佪ᓔ⊇ܜᇚ䆫℠ҢᏩ㒇าᮃ
ቅ (4) ᏺњϟᴹˈϢӴ㒳ⱘϗᓺ⨈ϡৠˈ
៥ⱘ䆫℠ҢҎⱘᖗᓺϞᔍ༣ߎᴹˈথߎ
♉儖Ϣᗻⱘ乸䷇Ǆ
ᢝ偀ϕⱘϔᴀ䆫䲚üǉ䆫П
ੑ䖤Ǌ 1834 ᑈ ЁˈҪ䖭ḋݭ䘧˖Ā䆫
ᑨ䆹ᰃϔ⾡℠Ёⱘ⧚ᗻˈᑨ䆹᮶ᰃ
ᄺⱘজᰃᅫᬭⱘˈ᮶ᰃᬓ⊏ⱘজᰃ⼒Ӯ
ⱘǄཌྷᇸ݊ᑨ䆹ᰃݙⱘˈᚳ݊བℸᠡ
㛑㸼䖒ߎ♉儖Ё⼲⾬ⱘᛣ䈵Ǆā⌾⓿
ЏНⱘ䆡ЁˈĀ♉儖ā䖭Ͼ䆡ᛣੇ
ⴔĀṺᛇāˈᅗҷ㸼ⴔϔ⾡ᅫᬭ䇗Џ
Нⱘѻ⠽Ǆ
⌾⓿ЏНᯊҷⱘ䆫℠Ⳍᔧᑺ
Ϟᡂⓨⴔϔᅮⱘᬓ⊏㾦㡆Ǆህ䈵ᰃϔ
ԡĀ哧ࡼᆊāˈཌྷᦤӫҎⱚᑇㄝˈ
জЏᓴ᭛ᄺᑨ䞛⫼ϔ⾡ㅔऩⱘˈҎҎ
䛑㛑ᯢⱑⱘ䗮֫䇁㿔Ǆ䙷ᯊˈ䆫ব
៤њϔ⾡⌕Ӵᑓ⇥ӫᔧЁⱘ℠Ǆ
ᢝ偀ϕᇚ䆫℠ҢসĀ䷉ԧ䆫āⱘぴ㟐
㾷ᬒњߎᴹˈ䞡ᮄ⹂ゟњ䆫℠ᑨҹ♉ᛳ
Ў⸔ⱘॳ߭Ǆ⬅Ѣᢝ偀ϕᵄߎⱘ℠
䌟ˈ䆫হҪ䙷䞠ব៤њ৳ଅˈ⫮㟇
ᰃ䷇Фˈ៤њ♉儖ⱘ৳Ϣ খ㾕
Ronsard Ǆ᠔ҹˈᢝ偀ϕⱘકҢᔶᓣ
ϞⳟᰃᮄসЏНⱘˈԚ݊ݙᆍैᰃ⌾
⓿ЏНⱘǄ
⌾⓿ЏН䇁∛ЁⱘϸϾ݇䬂䆡
䛑ሲѢᅫᬭᛣ㭈ᕜ⌧ⱘ䆡䇁˖Ā≝
ᗱ ā Meditationˈ ᢝ 偀 ϕ Ϣ Ā ݹ
ᛇā Contemplationˈ䲼ᵰ Ǆ䖭ϸϾ䆡
䛑㸼䖒њҎӀϡវഄǃ⿃ᵕഄᇏ∖ϞᏱ
ⱘЎǄ⌾⓿ЏН㗙ᐌᐌ䇈䘧˖ĀᬭН
㾘ᅮⱘֵӄ✊དˈԚⳈ䴶ᇍ⼲ⱘֵ
ӄདǄā
䇎⪺߽ᮃ Novalisˈ1772-1801 ܙ⒵
儙ৠᯊজᆠ᳝ᅫᬭᭀ㰨⧚ⱘ⎉ݙᛇЏ
НᗻḐ⡍ᕕᙄབ݊ߚഄ㸼䖒њ䙷⾡Ā䍙
㜅֫ⱘ䆫Ҏāᔶ䈵ǄҪ⫮㟇᳝⚍ڣϔ
ԡৃҹ⋲ᙝ䙷ϡৃ㾕♉⬠ⱘ䗮♉ᎿᏜǄ
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ᇍҪ㗠㿔ˈ䆫ᰃⳳℷⱘ㒱ᇍП⠽ˈ᠔ҹ
Ҫ᳔୰ⱘḐ㿔ᰃ˖Ā䍞ᰃⳈᡦ㛌㞚
ⱘˈህ䍞ᰃⳳᅲⱘǄā䇎⪺߽ᮃ䅸Ўˈ
ད䆫ⱘ⡍ᕕህѢᅗӀ᳝∌ᘦᗻϢ᮴
䰤ᗻⱘ㽕㋴⡍ᕕǄ᠔ҹˈҪⳟᴹˈ㡎
ᴃेᅫᬭǄ䇎⪺߽ᮃ⫮㟇䅸ЎˈҎ㉏ग़
ⱘ㊒⼲ᛣНা㛑⬅䙷ѯ㛌ᗔⶹܜՓੑ
ⱘ䆫ҎӀ∖㗠ᕫǄ
㓈ܟg䲼ᵰ Victor Hugo ᰃ䖭
ϔᯊᳳ⊩᳔ӳⱘᅫᬭ䆫ҎˈҪ
कಯቕⱘᯊህᅠ៤њϔ䚼Ѩᐩᚆ࠻ⱘ
߯ˈ㗠Ϩᮽ䙷ᯊˈ䲼ᵰህ᳒ᇍ㞾Ꮕ
䇈˖Ā㽕МخϔϾᏗ䞠ᯖˈ㽕Мህ
ҔМг߿خʽā䲼ᵰЎҪৠᯊҷⱘҎӀ
ล䗴њ䖭ḋϔԡ⠊ϞᏱⱘᔶ䈵˖䖭ԡ
ϞᏱ乕䌤њϔ⾡᱂Ϫ݅ⱘࠊᑺˈ㽕∖
⇥ᮣᑇㄝⳌ໘བ䎇ܘᓳǄ

ષዷᅭڦหஃ
ㅔgֱ㔫g䞠Ꮰ⡍ᇨ Jean Paul Richterˈ
1763-1825 ݊ᇣ䇈ǉ䌯⧁ܟᮃǊЁᅝᥦ
њ䖭ḋϔϾᚙ㡖ˈ䖭䞠ˈᅛᅭⱘⴷ
ᅷਞњЎ⠊ПϞᏱⱘ㔎ᐁǄ䖭䚼ᇣ
䇈ⱘЏ㽕Ⳃⱘህᰃ㽕ϪҎሩ⼎᮴⼲䆎
ᰃМৃᗩǄ䅸䆚ࠄ䖭ḋⱘᚙ㡖াϡ
䖛ᰃϔഎᙊṺЁⱘᑏ᱃Пৢˈᇣ䇈Ёⱘ
ভџ㗙㞾Ꮕコ催݈ᕫુњǄ✊㗠ˈ䖭䚼
ᇣ䇈㒣ᮃ⡍ᇨ Mme de Staël 䆥៤⊩᭛ߎ
⠜Пৢˈᓩ䍋њϔѯ⌾⓿ЏН䆫Ҏⱘᔎ
⚜݅号ǄҪӀᇚ䖭↉ݙᆍ㾚Ў᮴⼲䆎ⱘ
ᅷ㿔˖
ϞᏱ⅏њˈූぎњˈ
ુ⊷৻ˈ៥ⱘᄽᄤӀʽԴӀݡ
г≵᳝⠊њʽ

ҹϞߎ⦄ᵄᢝᖋgᖋg㒇㓈ᇨ
Gérard de Nervalˈ 1808-1855 乬Ўǉ‘

4. Ꮹ㒇าᮃቅ Parnassus ˈԡѢᏠ㜞Ё䚼ˈসᯊ㹿䅸ᰃ䰇⼲
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crucified, divineless Christ became a symbol
of the tragedy of human life. Christ was also
described as a series of mythical figures:
…a foolish, sublime madman/ a forgotten
Icarus who climbed to the sky/ a Phaeton
lost under the thunderbolt of the gods/ a
handsome and dying Atys resuscitated by
Cybele (Great Mother of the Gods).

Alfred de Vigny (1797-1863) was also
fascinated by the earthly image of Christ
at Gethsemane. At the same time he was
a Romantic poet deeply influenced by a
painting entitled “Agony in the Garden”
by Andrea Mantegna (1431-1506), a
Renaissance artist. From 1839 until his death
in 1863, the motif used most frequently by
Vigny was from his representative work “The
Mont of Olives” (1839):
Jesus kneels scrutinizing the dark sky
And calls: My Father! My Father!
But the sky remains black and God does
not answer.

Jesus has no more Father the Almighty
God and man has no more God the Father.
With the death of God, Jesus and mankind
become orphans. The image of the agonizing
and lonely Christ seemed to be omnipresent in
Vigny’s work and gave him further inspiration
for creation. In his poem entitled “The Silence”,
Vigny focused on God’s absence.
Alfred de Musset (1810-1857) recalled the
tragic disappearance of the Christian faith
in the age of Romanticism in his long poem
“Rolla”. He wrote in another poem titled “The
New Poetry”:
I don’t believe in your holy world, O Christ!
I came too late to a World too old,
Upon a hopeless century grows a century
without fear.
Our comets (6) depopulated the Heavens.

6. In the original text, the word is “comets” or hui xing in Chinese.
Since comets are regarded in both Chinese and Western cultures as
something unlucky, I here translate it into sao zhou xing in Chinese.
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Finally Romanticism turned to its reverse
side. Romanticist writers not only refused to
embrace God the Creator (because it was a
badly created World full of sufferings), but
also paid little heed to the Church’s teaching.
And once again Alfred de Vigny wrote in his
“Trust in God” (1833):
Love is a sin, happiness is a crime.
My only guide is fear
And my only aim is death.

Translated from the Chinese by Guo Yidun

ྤࣅڤǈ▇䮼߽⇣ᄺ⼒⼒䭓ǈ⊶݄ܟ
ᢝ⾥䌒ঢ়啭ᄺ㦋ᕫ⊩᭛ᄺ⸩ᄺԡˈ
ᑊ㘊⿷ӮⱘᏈ咢าԯᇨЁᖗ㦋ᕫЏ
ᬭ⼲ᄺ⸩ᄺԡǄⳂࠡˈҪᰃᏈ咢ϗ
ᄺ∝ᄺϧϮम⫳ˈϧᬏѠकϪ㑾Ё
⊩᭛ᄺǄҪ᳔䖥ⱘ㨫᳝ǉᅝᖋ⚜g㑾
ᖋӾᏕࠊ䗴㗙!ϔкЁⱘ㒍ᖗ㒧ᵘǊ ࣫
Ҁ Ё ༂ 㓪 䆥 ߎ ⠜ ⼒ ˈ 2007ᑈ Ǆ Ҫ г 
ǉ⼲ᎲѸ⌕ǊϞথ㸼њ᭄㆛᭛ゴˈᑊϨᡞ㨫
ৡᅶᆊᆊ䩳⧚ⱘᇣ䇈ǉヴቅݰഎǊ㗏䆥
៤⊩᭛Ǆ
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